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ABSTRACT
Mud volcanoes, known as mud extrusion phenomenon, is a geological feature that expels suspended fine-grained sedimentary materials and fluids to the surface due to buoyancy and pressure difference. This geological feature is found almost all over the world and formed in compressional tectonic environments, one of which is the Ciuyah Mud Volcano, Kuningan, Indonesia. Previous studies have shown that the appearance of the mud volcano was influenced by tectonic activity that formed a ‘hypothetical’ fault structure as a pathway for mud migration and extrusion to the surface. Integration of geophysical studies using satellite gravity and geology using fault fracture density analysis was conducted to prove the existence of the ‘hypothetical’ fault structure. The results show that the mud volcano site is located in a low to high gravity anomaly pattern associated with significant density contrast differentiation followed by the maximum value of \( FHD \) and low-high \( SVD \) pattern oriented west southwest - east northeast (WSW - ENE). The gravity anomaly pattern can be associated with the presence of faults. This is reinforced by the fault fracture density map which shows that the mud volcano site is located in a medium to high fracture density zone (weak zone) associated with good permeability conditions below the surface. Thus, the research results have proven the existence of a ‘hypothetical’ fault as the migration and extrusion pathway of Ciuyah Mud Volcano mud that has been studied previously.
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INTRODUCTION

Mud volcanoes, known as mud extrusion phenomenon, are a geological feature that expels suspended fine-grained sedimentary materials and fluids to the surface due to buoyancy and pressure difference. These geological features are found almost worldwide and formed in compressional tectonic environments and are characterized by rapidly sedimented and overpressured clay material sequences, the presence of gas content, especially methane gas and saline fluid solutions, and associated with regional seismotectonic activity (Isnaniawardhani, Faisal & Faizal 2013; Isnaniawardhani et al. 2020; Muhamadsyah, Sunardi & Isnaniawardhani 2012). In Indonesia, mud volcanoes are found and scattered in ‘ellisional’ basins along the Java - Madura depression in the Bogor - North Serayu - Kendeng - Madura Strait Zone, one of which is the Ciuyah Mud Volcano, West Java (Isnaniawardhani et al. 2020).

The Ciuyah Mud Volcano is found in Ciniru Subdistrict, Kuningan Regency, and continues to emit mud insignificantly and extends to 22.5 hectares. Tectonically, this site was formed in the axial depression zone of Java - Madura due to the influence of the Indian Ocean plate subduction towards the south of Java Island. As a result of active tectonic conditions, the site was affected by two tectonic phases, namely uplift of the Pemali Formation mudstone facies and Halang Formation sandstone facies followed by igneous intrusion (Middle Miocene) and formation of NW-SE to NE-SW trending strike-slip faults (Plio Pleistocene) (Muhamadsyah, Sunardi & Isnaniawardhani 2012) (Figure 2).

Observations showed that the surface morphological characteristics of the Ciuyah Mud Volcano were found to be a combination of swamp and crater muddy lake that continues to release mud and water followed by gas (in the form of bubbles). Deposits of salt crystals were found in several places as a result of evaporation from the mud extrusion process that occurred (Isnaniawardhani et al. 2020). The mud eruption stages classified by Waluyo (2007) are divided into embryonic, diapirism, mud eruption/syn-eruption, and post-eruption stages, where the observed surface morphological conditions show that this geological site is in the transitional stage from the late syn-eruption phase to post-eruption (dormant phase). Observations show the appearance of bubbling mud phenomenon as a sign of syn-eruption phase and fresh material without bubbles or mud flow indicating dormant phase (Isnaniawardhani et al. 2020). The muddy lake crater site is interpreted to occur as a result of reduced subsurface pressure followed by a partial topographic decrease and indicates the mud volcano site is in the dormant phase (Muhamadsyah, Sunardi & Isnaniawardhani 2012).

Previous studies have shown that the Ciuyah Mud Volcano is affected by active tectonism (Isnaniawardhani, Faisal & Faizal 2013; Isnaniawardhani et al. 2020; Muhamadsyah, Sunardi & Isnaniawardhani 2012). Muhamadsyah, Sunardi and Isnaniawardhani (2012) proposed that the appearance of the Ciuyah Mud Volcano was influenced and controlled by a hypothetical fault as a pathway for groundwater migration and circulation as well as the opening of a regional blocking structure formed by the mudstone facies of the Halang Formation and Pemali Formation. The ‘hypothetical’ status associated with the fault as the control and migration path of the mud extrusions of the Ciuyah Mud Volcano is an interesting study to be studied further. In the current study, the research focuses on the utilization of geophysical methods to prove and provide further understanding related to the alleged existence of hypothetical faults based on previous research. The research was conducted using geophysical methods that utilize the physical parameter of density, where the presence of structures gives a distinctive heavy force anomaly response and is supported by geological studies using alignment analysis associated with the influence of structures in the study area.

MATERIALS DAN METHODS

Measurements of gravity methods are carried out by utilizing GGMplus (Global Gravity Model plus) gravity data. GGMplus is a model of gravity data formed based on the results of combining GRACE - GOCE gravity satellite data, EGM 2008, and topographic gravity effects on a short wavelength scale (Hirt et al. 2013). The data are combined and processed through a series of stages, namely the creation of spherical harmonic synthesis of the gravitational field, forward modeling, and calculation of normal gravity at the surface, which results in a high-resolution gravity model (Hirt et al. 2013). In contrast to Topex and BGI data, GGMplus is a gravity satellite that produces data with a resolution of about 200 meters (Hirt et al. 2013; Suprianto et al. 2021). Previous research utilized satellite gravity data to delineate the presence of subsurface structures and provided good results (Indriana
et al. 2022; Maghfira & Niasari 2019; Natul & Heliani 2022; Putri et al. 2019; Siombone, Susilo & Maryanto 2022). This makes GGMplus gravity data reliable to use as the main data in this study.

In the research conducted, GGMplus gravity data was collected with coordinate specifications in the UTM Zone 49 S projection, namely Easting: 222982 - 224982 (E) and Northing: 9220084 - 9222084 (S), which covers a research area of 4 km² (Figure 1). The GGMplus gravity data, in the form of Free-Air Anomaly (FAA), was further corrected to obtain the Complete Bouguer Anomaly (CBA). The CBA values were separated and analyzed derivatively to get a clearer picture of the presence of structures in the study area. In addition, a geological study was conducted by drawing the alignment of the structure and creating a Fault Fracture Density (FFD) map based on Digital Elevation Model (DEM) data. The application of alignment drawing and FFD analysis has been proven and can be used to show the presence of structures (Darmawan, Daud & Iskandar 2021; Nayoan et al. 2023; Saputra & Novrinda 2016; Siombone, Susilo & Maryanto 2022; Sunan et al. 2021; Widiatmoko, Putri & Sunan 2021).

Fault Fracture Density (FFD) Map
The Fault Fracture Density method is a geospatial analysis approach used to study macro-structure conditions in an area (Saputra & Novrinda 2016; Sunan et al. 2021; Widiatmoko, Putri & Sunan 2021). This method calculates the density pattern of interconnected structural lineations so that weak zones can be identified (Saputra & Novrinda 2016; Sunan et al. 2021). The occurrence of high FFD values may be associated with the presence of fault zones (active tectonic activity), the contrast of hard and soft rock materials, or sedimentary rocks whose layers sink towards the lowlands (Widiatmoko, Putri & Sunan 2021).

The application of this method begins with a straightness inference analysis based on DEMNAS image data at azimuthal illumination angles of 0°, 45°, 90°, and 135° with a sunlight height of 50°. In conducting alignment retraction, the assumption is used that each alignment retraction is related to fractures and faults on the surface (Nayoan et al. 2023). The results of the FFD map in Figure 3 show that the structure in the study area has a dominant direction of west southwest - east.
northeast (WSW - ESE). The mud volcano site (marked red box) is shown to be in the medium to high fracture density zone. The medium to high fracture density zone can be associated with a weak zone that has good permeability (Nayoan et al. 2023; Polanunu, Sukiyah & Haryanto 2020). This shows that the fault structure becomes the migration path of mud extrusion that occurs in Ciuyah Mud Volcano, Kuningan.

FIGURE 2. Mud Volcano Ciuyah is located in Halang Formation and Pemali Formation. The results of regional geological observations show that the research area is influenced by structures.
Estimation of Density

The application of Bouger’s density assumption of 2.67 gr/cc (uniform rock) used in the correction stage needs to be calibrated by estimating the density value that represents the study area. Density estimation is carried out using the Nettleton and Parasnis approaches, where the two values are compared to obtain validation of the best density value that represents the study area.

The uniform rock assumption cannot be used in all conditions because the varying conditions of the earth, both topography and composition, give a gravity anomaly response with a residual value of the gravity anomaly (a constant density value should not give a residual value after correction) (Yuliastuti, Santoko & Yarianti 2016). The Nettleton approach aims to minimize the correlation between topography and the density variation model used. This approach provides isostacy conditions so that the response of a given gravity anomaly is fully influenced by subsurface conditions (Yuliastuti, Santoko & Yarianti 2016). The density variation model that provides the smallest correlation value provides the gravity anomaly response that best represents the geological conditions of the subsurface structure (Rizqia 2022; Yuliastuti, Santoko & Yarianti 2016). As shown in Figure 4, the minimum correlation value between density and topography is obtained, which is associated with a density of 2.3 gr/cc as the density in the study area.

FIGURE 4. Estimated density values representing the study area using the Nettleton (top) and Parasnis (bottom) approaches. Both approaches show a density value of 2.3 gr/cc
The Parasnis approach measures the correlation between free-air gravity (without Bouguer correction) and topography. This approach assumes that the topographic relief and density are homogeneous so that the free-air anomaly can be expressed as a straight-line equation “y = mx + c” and the density value is expressed by the slope component of the line (gradient) (Toushmalani & Rahmati 2014). The application of the Parasnis method is shown by the graph of Δgobs + 3.080h against (−0.0004191h + T) and and a density value of 2.27 gr/cc is given. The $R^2$ value of 0.8729 means that the value obtained for the linear function is consistent with the actual data (Figure 4). Both Nettleton and Parasnis methods show that the study area has a density value of 2.3 gr/cc. This value is thought to be influenced by lithologic conditions dominated by sediments and igneous rock fragments accompanied by developed structures.

**Complete Bouguer Anomaly**
The Complete Bouguer Anomaly map was formed using the best predetermined density value of 2.3 gr/cc. This map can show the variation of subsurface density based on the variation of the gravity field (Figure 5). The CBA values obtained have a varied value range of 45 - 49 mGal. The high anomaly pattern, which is 48 - 49 mGal, is shown to have a distribution pattern in the western and southern parts of the study area. The high anomaly pattern is thought to be influenced by the mountainous area in the study area. The mud volcano site area is shown to have an adjacent low (45 mGal) to high (48 mGal) anomaly pattern. The presence of structures that cause density contrast is thought to give the anomaly pattern (Abdurrahman et al. 2018).

**Separation of Gravity Anomaly**
Complete Bouguer Anomaly is a superposition of regional anomalies, residuals, and noise. Anomaly separation needs to be carried out to obtain anomaly patterns that represent regional and local influences related to subsurface conditions in the study area. In the research conducted, anomaly separation was carried out using spectrum analysis techniques.

Spectrum analysis technique is an anomaly separation technique that transforms the data domain in spatial functions into the data domain of complex frequency functions (frequency spectrum) consisting

![FIGURE 5. CBA map shows mud volcano sites associated with adjacent low - high anomaly patterns](image)
of equivalent amplitude \((A)\) and phase spectra \((\phi)\). This transformation technique is performed using the Fourier transform or Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). This transformation technique is used to obtain anomaly depth values based on wave number \((k)\) and amplitude \((A)\) variables and is the basis for determining the window width of each anomaly (Gumelar 2022; Rizqia 2022).

In this study, Radially Averaged Power Spectrum (RAPS) is used as a spectral analysis approach that uses the average energy values for all directions in the same wave number in the data (Gumelar 2022). The resulting values in RAPS form the basis for anomaly separation based on the gradient trend of the data. The coefficient of determination is considered as a determinant of the quality of anomaly separation performed, where the coefficient of determination value that is closer to one (1) characterizes the good quality of anomaly separation (Gumelar 2022; Rizqia 2022). The anomaly separation results and cut-off wavelength values as well as depth estimates shown in Figure 6 and Table 1 provide an indication that the anomaly separation is done well. The cut-off wavelength value is used as a parameter to separate the anomalies using a butterworth filter for regional anomalies and a band-pass filter for residual anomalies.

The regional anomaly map shown in Figure 7 has a value distribution of 45.319 - 48.842 mGal. The regional anomaly distribution pattern has a uniform pattern with the CBA map results, where the northern part of the study area has a low gravity anomaly pattern associated with lower mass density values, while the western and southern parts of the study area have a gravity anomaly pattern associated with higher mass density values. As shown in the CBA, the regional high values are thought to be influenced by the mountainous areas in the study area. The mud volcano site area is shown to have a similar anomaly pattern to the CBA pattern. This is thought to be influenced by the presence of structures that cause a high-density contrast compared to the surrounding study area.

![Figure 6](image_url)

**FIGURE 6.** A straight-line equation graph of the separation of regional anomalies, residuals, and noise in a Radially Averaged Power Spectrum (RAPS) curve

**TABLE 1.** Cut-off wavelength value for each anomaly based on spectrum analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Anomaly</th>
<th>(R^2)</th>
<th>Cut-off wavelength (rad/m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Regional</td>
<td>0.9999</td>
<td>400.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>0.9901</td>
<td>400.28 - 150.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Noise</td>
<td>0.8664</td>
<td>150.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The residual anomaly map shown in Figure 8 has a distribution of values ranging from -0.612 to 0.484 mGal. The mud volcano site is shown to be in the low to high residual anomaly zone. Abdurrahman et al. (2018) showed that the low to high residual gravity anomaly pattern is associated with the presence of fault structures due to the density contrast caused by the activity of these structures. The low to high residual anomaly pattern at the mud volcano site is thought to be influenced by active tectonic activity between the Indian Ocean and South Java Island plates. Two tectonic phases involving uplift of the Pemali Formation and Halang Formation followed by igneous intrusion and fault formation are thought to give the low to high residual anomaly response. This pattern is found to be similar to the regional anomaly pattern indicating the influence of structures that cause high density contrast values.

The existence of the structure is further analyzed using derivative analysis. Derivative analysis can show the edge of a discontinuity plane that correlates with the contact boundary of mass density contrast to characterize the presence of subsurface structures in the form of fault structures (Zaenudin et al. 2021). In the study conducted, First Horizontal Derivative (FHD) and Second Vertical Derivative (SVD) approaches were applied.

**First Horizontal Derivative (FHD)**

The First Horizontal Derivative is a method used to determine the presence of a density contrast boundary by detecting edge effects due to fault structures or other geological boundary features (Daud et al. 2018; Gumelar 2022; Rizqia 2022). This method is applied based on the understanding that the horizontal gradient of the gravity anomaly is caused by tabular bodies impinging on the edges of vertical bodies and is well separated from each other (Daud et al. 2018). This method can be regarded as a high-pass filter based on the horizontal and vertical derivatives of the gravity anomaly (Daud et al. 2018). The FHD component can be calculated based on the following equation.

\[
FHD = \sqrt{\left(\frac{\partial g}{\partial x}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{\partial g}{\partial y}\right)^2}
\]  

where \(\frac{\partial g}{\partial x}\) and \(\frac{\partial g}{\partial y}\) is the horizontal derivative of the gravity anomaly in the x and y directions. This method is not susceptible to noise, where the maximum value of FHD can be used as an indicator of the position of the edge of the anomaly source. The presence of fault structures can be indicated by the maximum FHD value and provides a good match of the results to the actual data (Daud et al. 2018; Gumelar 2022; Rizqia 2022).
The FHD results shown in Figure 9 have values ranging from 58.557 - 1663.954 mGal/km. The rock density contrast is shown by the pattern of high anomalous values in the black dashed line zonation (Figure 9). High FHD values are found to have a southwest - northeast (WSW - ENE) orientation and are thought to be caused by structures formed in the study area.

**Second Vertical Derivative**

The SVD method is used to obtain the presence of local or shallow anomalies associated with subsurface fault structures (Gumelar 2022). Sumintadireja, Dahrin and Grandis (2018) showed that this method cannot be used to determine the type of fault because the gravity anomaly pattern tends to be asymmetrical and has an overlapping pattern that can provide interpretation errors. This method can only be used to determine the direction of the layer slope and density change of a fault plane. In the Fourier domain, the SVD components can be calculated based on the following equation.

\[
\frac{\partial^2 g_x}{\partial z^2} = F^{-1}(|k|^2G_z); |k|^2 = k_x^2 + k_y^2
\]  

(2)

where \(G_z\) is the Fourier transform of \(g_z\), \(k_x\) and \(k_y\) are the wave numbers in the x and y directions, while \(F^{-1}\) is the Fourier transform inverse operator. This equation shows that this method enhances the high-frequency components contained in the data so that the displayed results appear noisy compared to the actual data.

The SVD results shown in Figure 10 have values ranging from -0.7 - 0.4 mGal/km². The high and low anomaly patterns are associated with high-and-low-density values, respectively (Sumintadireja, Dahrin & Grandis 2018). However, SVD interpretation is not recommended to be done directly given that this method enhances high-frequency components, including noise, so caution is needed in doing so. FHD and SVD components can be integrated to overcome these problems and provide a better understanding of the presence of structures. In this case, an incision is made that intersects the high anomaly pattern shown by FHD and the low - high pattern shown by SVD. In recent studies, the presence of faults is indicated by adjacent low-high anomaly patterns, and this is the basis for choosing the incision pattern (Gumelar 2022; Rizqia 2022).
FIGURE 9. The resulting First Horizontal Derivative (FHD) map shows an indication of the presence of structures based on the maximum FHD value (shown by black circle).

FIGURE 10. The resulting Second Vertical Derivative (SVD) map shows an indication of the presence of structures based on adjacent high - low anomaly patterns. Incision A - A’ and B - B’ to analyze the presence of ‘hypothetical’ structures at the mud volcano site.
As shown in the Figure 10, the incision is divided into incision A - A’ oriented northwest - southeast (NW - SE) and incision B - B’ oriented north - south (N - S). The orientation of the incision was chosen to intersect with the direction of the hypothetical fault structure controlling mud extrusion (oriented southwest – northeast (SW - NE). Determination of the presence of fault structures is carried out at the zero value between the extreme values of the maximum and minimum amplitudes as a discontinuity boundary and an indication of the presence of fault structures (Gumelar 2022).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of incision A-A’ shown in the comparison graph of FHD and SVD values in Figure 11, indicate the presence of a fault structure with a southwest - northeast trend (WSW-ENE). This is indicated by the extreme values of FHD with maximum amplitude values of 809 - 1664 mGal/km and validated by zero values located at both extreme values of maximum and minimum amplitude in SVD. The incision results on the FHD and SVD maps are divided into two segments. The FHD graph shows the maximum amplitude values for each segment.
of 1500 and 2500 mGal/km, respectively, as the fault structure boundary. The first segment shows a maximum SVD value or $|+\text{SVD}|$ of 0.4 mGal/km$^2$ which is smaller than the minimum SVD value or $|-\text{SVD}|$ of -1.0 mGal/km$^2$ indicating that the foot-wall is at $|-\text{SVD}|$ and the hanging-wall is at $|+\text{SVD}|$. The second segment shows a maximum SVD or $|+\text{SVD}|$ value of 0.8 mGal/km$^2$ which is smaller than the minimum SVD or $|-\text{SVD}|$ value of -0.7 mGal/km$^2$ indicating that the foot-wall is $|-\text{SVD}|$ and the hanging-wall is $|+\text{SVD}|$. In this case too, the density value of $|+\text{SVD}|$ is greater than $|-\text{SVD}|$.

The results of incision B-B' shown in the comparison graph of FHD and SVD values in Figure 11, indicate the presence of a fault structure with a West-East trend. This is indicated by the extreme value of the first-order horizontal derivative with a maximum amplitude value of 809 - 1664 mGal/km and validated by the zero-value located at both extreme values of the maximum and minimum amplitude of the second-order vertical derivative. The incision results taken from the first-order horizontal derivative map and SVD are divided into two segments. The first-order horizontal derivative graph shows the maximum amplitude values for each segment of 1203.5 and 1469 mGal/km as the fault structure boundary, respectively. The first segment shows a maximum SVD value or $|+\text{SVD}|$ of 0.4 mGal/km$^2$ which is smaller than the minimum SVD value or $|-\text{SVD}|$ of -0.7 mGal/km$^2$ indicating that the foot-wall is at $|-\text{SVD}|$ and the hanging-wall is at $|+\text{SVD}|$. The second segment shows a maximum SVD or $|+\text{SVD}|$ value of 0.5 mGal/km$^2$ which is smaller than the minimum SVD or $|-\text{SVD}|$ value of -0.7 mGal/km$^2$ indicating that the foot-wall is $|-\text{SVD}|$ and the hanging-wall is $|+\text{SVD}|$. In this case too, the density value of $|+\text{SVD}|$ is greater than $|-\text{SVD}|$.

The CBA map and anomaly separation results show a low to high anomaly pattern at the mud volcano site. This pattern can be associated with density contrast occurring significantly in the study area and is thought to be caused by fault structures. The results of the FHD and SVD incisions show indications of the presence of a fault structure oriented west southwest - east northeast (WSW-ENE) characterized by the maximum value of FHD associated with the high - low pattern on the SVD (Figure 12). This structure is thought to have formed due to compressional forces between the Australian and Indo-Australian plates that intersected the main anticline structure. The FFD map also shows the influence of the fault structure on the mud volcano site, where the site is found to be in the medium to high fracture density zone, indicating a weak zone associated with good permeability conditions in the subsurface. This indicates the influence of the structure as a pathway for fluid
migration and extrusion of Ciuyah mud to the surface. These results also confirm the results of the geological study by Muhamadsyah, Sunardi, and Isnaniawardhani (2012). The fault structure controls the migration path and subsurface fluid circulation. These migration paths provide an outlet for subsurface materials and fluids, especially clay materials to elute and form mud volcano intrusions at the surface (Isnaniawardhani et al. 2020; Muhamadsyah, Sunardi & Isnaniawardhani 2012). However, the geophysical and geological studies conducted have not been able to provide information related to the type of fault that affects the mud volcano site. Obviously, geological and geophysical approaches on a local scale are needed and is expected to provide information related to the type of fault that affects the mud volcano site in Ciuyah, Kuningan.

**Conclusions**

Geological and geophysical studies show that the appearance of Mud Volcano Ciuyah Kuningan site is influenced by fault structures. This fault structure is thought to be a pathway for groundwater migration and circulation as well as the opening of a regional blocking structure formed by the mudstone facies of the Halang Formation and Pemali Formation. Gravity anomaly values show that the mud volcano site is located in the high - low gravity anomaly zone associated with significant density contrast differentiation. This is also validated by the maximum FHD value associated with significant density changes and the SVD pattern and incision which shows a high - low gravity anomaly pattern with an orientation of west southwest - east northeast (WSW - ENE). This pattern can be associated with the presence of fault structures, where the presence of faults is characterized by significant density contrast due to tectonic activity. Geological studies also show indications of the presence of structures at the mud volcano site. Straightness and FFD analysis show that the mud volcano site is located in a medium to high fracture density zone or weak zone. This zone indicates that the mud volcano site is affected by high intensity fault structure activity. This makes the mud volcano site in a zone with good permeability so that mud extrusion can occur through the faults formed.
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